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PLACING WOMEN IN HISTORY:
DEFINITIONS AND CHALLENGES
Gerda Lerner

In the brief spanof five yearsin which Americanhistorianshave begunto develop
women's history as an independentfield, they have sought to find a conceptualframework and a methodologyappropriateto the task.
The first level at which historians,trainedin traditionalhistory, approachwomen's
history is by writingthe history of "womenworthies"or "compensatoryhistory."1
Whoare the women missingfrom history? Who are the women of achievementand
what did they achieve? The resultinghistory of "notablewomen" does not tell us
much about those activitiesin which most women engaged,nor does it tell us about
the significanceof women's activitiesto society as a whole. The history of notable
women is the history of exceptional,even deviantwomen, and does not describethe
experienceand history of the massof women. This insightis a refinementof an awareness of class differencesin history: Womenof different classeshave different historical experiences. To comprehendthe full complexity of society at a given stage of its
development,it is essentialto take account of such differences.
Womenalso havea different experiencewith respect to consciousness,depending
on whethertheir work, their expression,their activity is male-definedor womanoriented. Women,like men, are indoctrinatedin a male-definedvalue system and
conduct their lives accordingly. Thus, colonial and early nineteenth-centuryfemale
reformersdirectedtheir activitiesinto channelswhich were merely an extension of
their domestic concernsand traditionalroles. They taught school, caredfor the poor,
the sick, the aged. As their consciousnessdeveloped,they turnedtheir attention toward
the needs of women. Becomingwoman-oriented,they beganto "uplift" prostitutes,
organizewomen for abolition or temperanceand soughtto upgradefemale education,
but only in orderto equip women better for their traditionalroles. Only at a later
stage, growingout of the recognitionof the separateinterestsof women as a group,
and of their subordinateplace in society, did their consciousnessbecome womandefined. Feministthought startsat this level and encompassesthe active assertion
of the rightsand grievancesof women. These variousstagesof female consciousness
need to be consideredin historicalanalysis.
The next level of conceptualizingwomen's history has been "contributionhistory":
describingwomen's contributionto, their status in, and their oppressionby maledefined society. Underthis categorywe find a varietyof questionsbeing asked: What
havewomen contributedto abolition, to reform,to the Progressivemovement,to the
labor movement,to the New Deal? The movementin question standsin the foreground
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of inquiry;women made a "contribution"to it; the contributionisjudged first of all
with respect to its effect on that movementand secondly by standardsappropriateto
men.

The ways in which women were aided and affected by the work of these "great
women," the ways in which they themselvesgrew into feminist awareness,are ignored.
Jane Addams'enormouscontributionin creatinga supportingfemale networkand
new structuresfor livingare subordinatedto her role as a Progressive,or to an interpretationwhich regardsher as merely representativeof a group of frustratedcollegetrainedwomen with no place to go. In other words, a deviantfrom male-definednorms.
MargaretSangeris seen merelyas the founder of the birth control movement, not as
a woman raisinga revolutionarychallengeto the centuries-oldpracticeby which the
bodies and lives of women are dominatedand ruled by man-madelaws. In the labor
movement,women are describedas "also there"or as problems. Theiressentialrole
on behalf of themselvesand of other women is seldom considereda centraltheme in
writingtheir history. Womenare the outgroup,Simone de Beauvoir's"other."
Another set of questionsconcernoppressionand its opposite, the strugglefor
woman'srights. Whooppressedwomen and how were they oppressed? How did they
respondto such oppression?
Such questions have yielded detailedand very valuableaccounts of economic or
social oppression,and of the variousorganizational,politicalways in which women
as a group have fought such oppression. Judgingfrom the results,it is clearthat to
ask the question-why and how were women victimized-has its usefulness. Welearn
what society or individualsor classesof people havedone to women, and we learnhow
women themselveshavereactedto conditions imposed upon them. Whileinferiorstatus and oppressiverestrainswere no doubt aspectsof women's historicalexperience,
and should be so recorded,the limitationof this approachis that it makesit appear
either that women were largelypassiveor that, at the most, they reactedto male pressuresor to the restraintsof patriarchalsociety. Such inquiryfails to elicit the positive
and essentialway in which women have functioned in history. MaryBeardwas the
first to point out that the ongoingand continuingcontributionof women to the development of humanculturecannot be found by treatingthem only as victimsof oppression.2 I have in my own work learnedthat it is far more useful to deal with this question as one aspect of women's history, but neverto regardit as the centralaspect of
women's history. Essentially,treatingwomen as victimsof oppressiononce again
placesthem in a male-definedconceptualframework: oppressed,victimizedby standardsand valuesestablishedby men. The true history of women is the history of their
ongoingfunctioningin that male-definedworld, on their own terms. The question
of oppressiondoes not elicit that story, and is thereforea tool of limited usefulness
to the historian.
A majorfocus of women's history has been on women's-rightsstruggles,especially
the winningof suffrage,on organizationaland institutionalhistory of the women's
movements,and on its leaders. This, again,is an importantaspect of women's history,
but it cannot and should not be its centralconcern.
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Some recent literaturehas dealt with marriageand divorce,with educationalopportunities, and with the economic strugglesof workingwomen. Muchof recent work has
been concernedwith the imageof women and "woman'ssphere,"with the educational
idealsof society, the valuesto which women are indoctrinated,and with genderrole
acculturationas seen in historicalperspective. A separatefield of study has examined
the ideals,values,and prescriptionsconcerningsexuality, especiallyfemale sexuality.
Ron Waltersand Ben Barker-Benfieldhas tended to confirmtraditionalstereotypes
concerningVictoriansexuality, the double standard,and the subordinateposition of
women. Muchof this materialis based on the study of such readilyavailablesources
as sermons,educationaltracts,women's magazines,and medicaltextbooks. The pitfall
in such interpretation,as CarlDeglerhas pointed out in his recent perceptivearticle,
is the tendency to confuse prescriptiveliteraturewith actualbehavior. In fact, what
we are learningfrom most of these monographsis not what women did, felt, or experienced, but what men in the past thought women should do. CharlesRosenberg,
CarrollSmith-Rosenberg,and CarlDeglerhave shown how to approachthe same material and interpretit from the new perspectiveof women's history.3 They have sharply
distinguishedbetween prescriptionand behavior,between myth and reality.
Otherattempts to deducewomen's status from popularliteratureand ideology
demonstratesimilardifficulties. BarbaraWelteris an earlyand highly influentialarticle, found the emergenceof "the cult of true womanhood"in sermonsand periodicals
of the Jacksonianera. Manyhistorians,feministsamongthem, havededucedfrom
this that Victorianidealsof woman'splace pervadedthe society and were representative
of its realities. Moredetailedanalysisrevealsthat this massmedia concernwith woman's
domesticity was, in fact, a responseto the opposite trend in society.4 Lower-classwomen were enteringthe factories,middle-classwomen were discontentedwith their accustomed roles, and the family, as an institution,was experiencingturmoil and crisis.
Idealizationis very frequentlya defensiveideology and an expressionof tension within
society. To use ideology as a measureof the shiftingstatus of women, it must be set
againsta carefulanalysisof social structure,economic conditions,institutionalchanges,
and popularvalues. Withthis caution society's attitudes towardwomen and toward
genderrole indoctrinationcan be usefully analyzedas manifestationsof a shifting
value system and of tensions within patriarchalsociety.
"Contribution"history is an importantstage in the creationof a true history of
women. The monographicwork which such inquiriesproduceis essentialto the development of more complex and sophisticatedquestions,but it is well to keep the limitations of such inquiryin mind. Whenall is said and done, what we have mostly done
in writingcontributionhistory is to describewhat men in the past told women to do
and what men in the past thought women should be. This is just anotherway of saying
that historiansof women's history have so far used a traditionalconceptualframework.
Essentially,they have appliedquestions from traditionalhistory to women, and tried
to fit women's past into the empty spacesof historicalscholarship. The limitation of
such work is that it deals with women in male-definedsociety and tries to fit them
into the categoriesand value systemswhich considerman the measureof significance.
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Perhapsit would be useful to refer to this level of work as "transitionalwomen's history," seeingit as an inevitablestep in the developmentof new criteriaand concepts.
Another methdologicalquestion which arisesfrequentlyconcernsthe connection
between women's history and other recently emergingfields. Why is women's history
not simply an aspect of "good" social history? Are women not partof the anonymous
in history? Are they not oppressedthe sameway as racialor classor ethnic groups
havebeen oppressed? Are they not marginaland akin in most respectsto minorities?
The answersto these questionsare not simple. It is obvious that there has alreadybeen
rich cross-fertilizationbetween the new social history and women's history, but it has
not been nor should it be a case of subsumingwomen's history underthe largerand
alreadyrespectablefield of social history.
Yes, women are part of the anonymousin history, but unlike them, they are also
and always havebeen part of the rulingelite. They are oppressed,but not quite like
eitherracialor ethnic groups,though some of them are. They are subordinateand exploited, but not quite like lower classes,though some of them are. We have not yet
really solved the problemsof definition, but it can be suggestedthat the key to understandingwomen's history is in accepting-painful though that may be-that it is the
history of the majorityof mankind. Womenare essentiallydifferentfrom all the above
categories,becausethey are the majoritynow and always have been at least half of
mankind,and becausetheir subjectionto patriarchalinstitutionsantedatesall other
oppressionand has outlasted all economic and social changesin recordedhistory.
Social history methodology is very useful for women's history, but it must be
placedwithin a different conceptualframework. For example,historiansworkingin
family history ask a great many questions pertainingto women, but family history
is not in itself women's history. It is no longer sufficientto view women mainly as
membersof families. Family history has neglectedby and largeto deal with unmarriedand widowed women. In its applicationsto specific monographicstudies,
such as the work of PhilipGreven,family history has been used to describethe realtionshipsof fathersand sons and the propertyarrangementsbetween them.5 The
relationshipsof fathersto daughtersand mothersto their childrenhavebeen ignored.
The complex family-supportpatterns,for example,whereby the work and wages of
daughtersare used to supportthe educationof brothersand to maintainaged parents,
while that of sons is not so used, have been ignored.
Anotherway in which family history has been interpretedwithin the context of
patriarchalassumptionsis by usinga vaguelydefined "domesticpower"of women,
powerwithin the family, as a measureof the societal status of women. In a methodologically highly sophisticatedarticle,Daniel Scott Smith discoversin the nineteenth
centurythe rise of somethingcalled "domesticfeminism."expressedin a lowered birth
rate from which he deducesan increasingcontrol of women over their reproductive
lives.6 One might, from similarfigures,as easily deduce a desireon the partof men
to curb their offspringdue to the demandsof a developingindustrialsystem for a
more highly educatedlaborforce, hence for fewer childrenper family. Demographic
data can indeed tell us somethingabout female as well as male status in society, but
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only in the context of an economic and sociological analysis. Further, the status of
women within the family is something quite different and distinct from their status
in the society in general.
I learned in studying the history of black women and the black family that relatively
high status for women within the family does not signify "matriarchy" or "power for
women," since black women are not only members of families, but persons functioning
in a larger society. The status of persons is determined not in one area of their functioning, such as within the family, but in several. The decisive historical fact about
women is that the areas of their functioning, not only their status within those areas,
have been determined by men. The effect on the consciousness of women has been
pervasive. It is one of the decisive aspects of their history, and any analysis which does
not take this complexity into consideration must be inadequate.
Then there is the impact of demographic techniques, the study of large aggregates
of anonymous people by computer technology based on census data, public documents,
property records. Demographic techniques have led to insights which are very useful
for women's history. They have yielded revealing data on fertility fluctuations, on
changes in illegitimacy patterns and sex ratios, and aggregate studies of life cycles.
The latter work has been done very successfully by Joseph Kett, Robert Wells, Peter
Laslett and Kenneth Keniston.7 The field has in the United States been largely dominated by male historians, mostly through self-imposed sex-role stereotyping by women
historians who have shared a prejudice against the computer and statistics. However, a
group of younger scholars, trained in demographic techniques, have begun to research
and publish material concerning working-class women. Alice Harris, Virginia McLaughlin,
Judith and Daniel Walkowitz, Susan Kleinberg and Tamara Hareven are among those
who have elicited woman-oriented interpretations from aggregate data.8 They have
demonstrated that social history can be enriched by combining cliometrics with sophisticated humanistic and feminist interpretations. They have added "gender" as a factor
for analysis to such familiar concepts as class, race and ethnicity.
The compensatory questions raised by women's history specialists are proving interesting and valuable in a variety of fields. It is perfectly understandable that after centuries of neglect of the role of women in history, compensatory questions and those
concerning woman's contribution will and must be asked. In the process of answering
such questions it is important to keep in mind the inevitable limitation of the answers
they yield. Not the least of these limitations is that this approach tends to separate
the work and activities of women from those of men, even where they were essentially
connected. As yet, synthesis is lacking. For example, the rich history of the abolition
movement has been told as though women played a marginal, auxiliary, and at times
mainly disruptive role in it. Yet female antislavery societies outnumbered male societies; women abolitionists largely financed the movement with their fundraising activities,
did much of the work of propaganda-writing in and distribution of newspapers and
magazines. The enormous political significance of women-organized petition campaigns remains unrecorded. Most importantly, no historical work has as yet taken the
organizational work of female abolitionists seriously as an integral part of the antislavery movement.
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Slowly, as the field has matured,historiansof women's history havebecome dissatisfied with old questionsand old methods, and have come up with new ways of approaching historicalmaterial. They have, for example,begun to ask about the actual experience of women in the past. This is obviously differentfrom a descriptionof the condition of women written from the perspectiveof male sources,and leads one to the use
of women's letters, diaries,autobiographies,and oral history sources. This shift from
male-orientedto female-orientedconsciousnessis most importantand leads to challenging new interpretations.
Historiansof women's history have studiedfemale sexuality and its regulationfrom
the female point of view, makingimaginativeuse of such sourcesas medicaltextbooks,
diaries,and case historiesof hospitalpatients. Questionsconcerningwomen's experience
have led to studiesof birth control, as it affects women and as an issue expressingculturaland symbolic values;of the physicalconditionsto which women are prone, such
as menarcheand pregnancyand women's ailments;of customs, attitudes, and fashions
affectingwomen's health and women's life experience. Historiansare now exploring
the impact of female bonding,of female friendshipand homosexualrelations,and the
experienceof women in groups,such as women in utopian communities,in women's
clubs and settlement houses. Therehas been an interest in the possibilitythat women's
century-longpreoccupationwith birth and with the careof the sick and dying have
led to some specific female rituals.9
Women'shistory has alreadypresenteda challengeto some basic assumptionshistoriansmake. Whilemost historiansare awareof the fact that their findingsare not
value-freeand aretrainedto check their biasesby a varietyof methods, they are as yet
quite unawareof their own sexist bias and, more importantly,of the sexist bias which
pervadesthe value system, the culture,and the very languagewithin which they work.
Women'shistory presentsa challengeto the periodizationof traditionalhistory.
The periodsin which basic changesoccur in society and which historianshave commonly
regardedas turningpoints for all historicaldevelopment,are not necessarilythe same
for men as for women. This is not surprisingwhen we considerthat the traditional
time frame in history has been derivedfrom political history. Womenhave been the
one group in history longest excluded from political power as they have, by and large,
been excludedfrom militarydecision making. Thus the irrelevanceof periodization
based on militaryand political developmentsto their historicalexperienceshould have
been predictable.
Renate Bridenthal'sand Joan Kelly-Gadol'sarticlesin this volume confirmthat
the history of women demandsdifferent periodizationthan does political history.10
Neitherthe Renaissance,it appears,nor the periodduringwhich women's suffragewas
won, were periodsin which women experiencedan advancein their status. Recent
work of Americanhistoriansof women's history, such as LindaKerber'swork on the
AmericanRevolutionand my own work, confirmsthis conclusion. For example, neither
duringnor after the AmericanRevolution nor in the age of Jackson did women share
the historicalexperienceof men. On the contrary,they experiencedin both periods
statusloss, a restrictionof options as to occupationsand role choices, and certainlyin
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Jacksonian America, there were restrictions imposed upon their sexuality, at least in
prescriptive behavior. If one applies to both of these cases the kind of sophisticated
and detailed analysis Kelly-Gadol attempts-that is, differentiations between women
of different classes and comparisons between the status of men of a given class and
women of that class-one finds the picture further complicated. Status loss in one
area-social production-may be offset by status gain in another-access to education.
What kind of periodization might be substituted for the periodization of traditional
history, in order for it to be applicable to women? The answer depends largely on the
conceptual framework in which the historian works. Many historians of women's
history, in their search for a unifying framework, have tended to use the Marxist or
neo-Marxist model supplied by Juliet Mitchell and recently elaborated by Sheila Rowbotham.11 The important fact, says Mitchell, which distinguished the past of women
from that of men is precisely that until very recently sexuality and reproduction were
inevitably linked for women, while they were not so linked for men. Similarly, childbearing and child-rearing were inevitably linked for women and still are so linked.
Women's freedom depends on breaking those links. Using Mitchell's categories we can
and should ask of each historical period: What happened to the link between sexuality
and reproduction? What happened to the link between child-bearing and child-rearing?
Important changes in the status of women occur when it becomes possible through the
availability of birth control information and technology to sever sexuality from inevitable motherhood. However, it may be the case that it is not the availability and distribution of birth control information and technology so much as the level of medical
and health care which are the determinants of change. That is, when infant mortality
decreases, so that raising every child to adulthood becomes the normal expectation of
parents, family size declines.
The above case illustrates the difficulty that has vexed historians of women's history
in trying to locate a periodization more appropriate to women. Working in different
fields and specialities, many historians have observed that the transition from agricultural to industrializing society and then again the transition to fully developed industrial society entails important changes affecting women and the family. Changes in
relations of production affect women's status as family members and as workers.
Later, shifts in the mode of production affect the kinds of occupations women can
enter and their status within them. Major shifts in health care and technological development, related to industrialization, also affect the lives of women. It is not too difficult to discern such patterns and to conclude that there must be a causal relationship
between changes in the mode of production and the status of women. Here, the Marxist
model seems to offer an immediately satisfying solution, especially if, following Mitchell,
"sexuality" as a factor is added to such factors as class. But in the case of women, just
as in the case of racial castes, ideology and prescription internalized by both women
and men, seem to be as much a causative factor as are material changes in production
relations. Does the entry of lower-class women into industrial production really bring
them closer to "liberation"? In the absence of institutional changes such as the right
to abortion and safe contraception, altered child-rearing arrangements, and varied options
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for sexual expression, changes in economic relations may become oppressive. Unless
such changes are accompanied by changes in consciousness, which in turn result in institutional changes, they do not favorably affect the lives of women.
Is smaller family size the result of "domestic freedom" of choice exercised by women, the freedom of choice exercised by men, the ideologically buttressed coercion of
institutions in the service of an economic class? Is it liberating for women, for men,
or for corporations? This raises another difficult question: What about the relationship of upper-class to lower-class women? To what extent is the relative advance in
the status of upper-class women predicated on the status loss of lower-class women?
Examples of this are: the liberation of the middle-class American housewife in the
mid-nineteenth century through the availability of cheap black or immigrant domestic
workers; the liberation of the twentieth-century housewife from incessant drudgery in
the home through agricultural stoop labor and the food-processing industry, both employing low paid female workers.
Is periodization then dependent as much on class as on gender? This question is
just one of several which challenge the universalist assumptions of all previous historical categories. I cannot provide an answer, but I think the questions themselves point
us in the right direction.
It appears to me that all conceptual models of history hitherto developed have only
limited usefulness for women's history, since all are based on the assumptions of a patriarchal ordering of values. The structural-functionalist framework leaves out class and
sex factors, the traditional Marxist framework leaves out sex and race factors as essentials, admitting them only as marginal factors. Mitchell's neo-Marxist model includes
these, but slights ideas, values, and psychological factors. Still, her four-structures
model and the refinements of it proposed by Bridenthal, are an excellent addition to
the conceptual working tools of the historian of women's history. They should be
tried out, discussed, refined. But they are not, in my opinion, the whole answer.
Kelly-Gadol offers the useful suggestion that attitudes toward sexuality should be
studied in each historical period. She considers the constraints upon women's sexuality
imposed by society a useful measure of women's true status. This approach would
necessitate comparisons between prescribed behavior for women and men as well as
indications of their actual sexual behavior at any given time. This challenging method
can be used with great effectiveness for certain periods of history and especially for
upper- and middle-class women. I doubt that it can be usefully employed as a general
criterion, because of the difficulty of finding substantiating evidence, especially as it
pertains to lower classes.
I raised the question of a conceptual framework for dealing with women's history
in 1969,12 reasoning from the assumption that women were a subgroup in history.
Neither caste, class, nor race quite fit the model for describing us. I have now come
to the conclusion that the idea that women are some kind of a subgroup or particular
is wrong. It will not do-there are just too many of us. No single framework, no single
factor, four-factor or eight-factor explanation can serve to contain all that the history
of women is. Picture, if you can, an attempt to organize the history of men by using
four factors. It will not work; neither will it work for women.
Women are and always have been at least half of mankind and most of the time have
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been the majority of mankind. Their culturally determined and psychologically internalized marginality seems to be what makes their historical experience essentially different from that of men. But men have defined their exeprience as history and have
left women out. At this time, as during earlier periods of feminist activity, women are
urged to fit into the empty spaces, assuming their traditional marginal, "sub-group"
status. But the truth is that history, as written and perceived up to now, is the history
of a minority, who may well turn out to be the "subgroup." In order to write a new
history worthy of the name, we will have to recognize that no single methodology and
conceptual framework can fit the complexities of the historical experience of all women.
The first stage of "transitional history" may be to add some new categories to the
general categories by which historians organize their material: sexuality, reproduction,
the link between child-bearing and child-rearing; role indoctrination; sexual values and
myths; female consciousness. Further, all of these need to be analysed, taking factors
of race, class, ethnicity and, possibly, religion into consideration. What we have here
is not a single framework for dealing with women in history, but new questions to all
of universal history.
The next stage may be to explore the possibility that what we call women's history
may actually be the study of a separate women's culture. Such a culture would include
not only the separate occupations, status, experiences, and rituals of women but also
their consciousness, which internalizes partiarchal assumptions. In some cases, it would
include the tensions created in that culture between the prescribed patriarchal assumptions and women's efforts to attain autonomy and emancipation.
The questions asked about the past of women may demand interdisciplinary approaches. They also may demand broadly conceived group research projects that end
up giving functional answers; answers that deal not with slices of a given time or society
or period, but which instead deal with a functioning organism, a functioning whole,
the society in which both men and women live.
A following stage may develop a synthesis: a history of the dialectic, the tensions
between the two cultures, male and female. Such a synthesis could be based on close
comparative study of given periods in which the historical experience of men is compared to that of women, their tensions and interactions being as much the subject of
study as their differences. Only after a series of such detailed studies can we hope to
find the parameters by which to define the new universal history. My guess is that no
one conceptual framework will fit so complex a subject.
Methods are tools for analysis-some of us will stick with one tool, some of us will
reach for different tools as we need them. For women, the problem really is that we
must acquire not only the confidence needed for using tools, but for making new ones
to fit our needs. We should do so relying on our learned skills and our rational scepticism of handed-down doctrine. The recognition that we had been denied our history
came to many of us as a staggering flash of insight, which altered our consciousness
irretrievably. We have come a long way since then. The next step is to face, once and
for all and with all its complex consequences, that women are the majority of mankind
and have been essential to the making of history. Thus, all history as we now know it,
is merely prehistory. Only a new history firmly based on this recognition and equally
concerned with men, women, the establishment and the passing away of patriarchy,
can lay claim to being a truly universal history.
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